
Getting Odysseus Taped 

Beaty Rubens  

Listen  out  for An Odyssey  round Odysseus on Radio 4 on Wednesday mornings and Sunday 

evenings for four weeks during November. The producer here describes the making of the series. 

If mime is the least suited to radio of all art forms, then oral poetry  must  be the  best. So  

Homer's Odyssey  makes  an ideal  basis for creative  radio.  I planned  from  the start  to 

explore  the many  incarnations of the figure of Odysseus/ Ulysses down  through the ages 

(Shakespeare and  Tennyson, Dante and James Joyce to name but four),and to try to discover 

the reasons for his enduring popularity.  

Homer's Odysseus is the prototype. So I decided to take my presenter Oliver Taplin on foreign 

travels in the hope of tracking down the times and places in which the great bard created him. 

Homer's Odyssey was, we hoped, also going to give us some kind of structure for the series. And 

yet, if you calculate  that  each book takes around an hour  to perform out loud, it immediately 

becomes clear that, unless you're planning a series to rival The Archers, a great many editorial 

decisions will be called for. Eventually  we sketched  the outlines of four forty-five minute 

programmes: the stories of Odysseus at Troy, the ten years of wanderings, the journey home 

from Calypso  and  the Phaeacians to Ithaca, and  the mystery  of  Odysseus'  further   

wanderings  beyond  Ithaca. Then  we set off. 

Our itinerary took us first to Cape Maleia (the soutbeastermost tip of mainland Greece where 

Odysseus is blown off course on his way home), then to Corfu, then from Ithaca to Mycenae and 

from Corinth to Chios. Finally we crossed by boat  into  Turkey,  and  made  our  way to  Smyrna  

and  to Troy. The rough programme plans which we had written in London became our  guide 

and  most  precious  possession. On our very first day, for instance, we recorded  the beginning 

of programme one - which was logical enough  - but also the last section of the programme 

four, which was not. From then on it was a case of jumping between programmes depending on 

our location. Sometimes we would record two interviews in the same place, and had to 

remember  that two remarks  which an interviewee had made within minutes of one another  

might well land  up being broadcast a month apart. 

Atmospheric sound-effects on DAT 

Before setting  off we had  been much  teased: after  all, this was radio not TV. What  were we 

going to find (what indeed were we going to look for) that a library in Oxford and the BBC 

Sound  Archives couldn't supply? Above all, we have tried to convey the spirit of the places. 

With only me, the presenter and our various interviewees, unlike an all-invading television 

crew, we were often able to record in inaccessible places and  really respond  to their 

atmosphere. These included  a small fishing-boat  off Maleia,  an eerie cave on Ithaca,  and  

some  beautiful  yet little-known  warm  springs near Troy. 

At the same time we made full use of a brand-new piece of equipment. Sound  recording has just 

come into  the digital era:  our   Digital   Audio   Taperecorder  DAT   (which  we immediately 

christened The Toy) supersedes traditional "quarter inch" tape in sound fidelity to the same 

degree as a digital  watch  supersedes  an  analogue. Although the  tiny tape  moves more--

slowly  than ·in a traditional cassette,  it records 40,000 signals per second. After every recording 

session I would  keep the  DAT  running to collect three  or four minutes of "wildtrack": baaing 

sheep, the tinkling bells of a flock of goats,  a ship's  horn, or the slap and  slosh of waves 



against  a harbour wall, the wind sighing in an olive grove in the mountains or howling round 

the battlements of Troy.  These, I knew, could  be used to immense evocative effect back 

home in England.   

Most  days ended with a  bottle of Retsina and  Mezes outside a taverna. I would plan the 

following day's recording, while Oliver worked away at new translations of the passages of the 

Odyssey  which we intended  to  use. For despite the suitability of Homer's poems to the medium 

of radio,  there exist no translations  created  to be delivered aloud as they were originally 

performed. 

Homeric music on MIDI 

Reluctant as we were to come home, we were both extremely excited to hear how these 

passages would sound when the actor Brian Glover came to record them. He soon got the idea 

that Homer was the original "one-man-show", and that he would have to be story-teller taking all 

the parts himself - Odysseus and  Penelope, the  Cyclops and  the Sirens. After a gruelling day 

and a half spent in a subterranean studio in Broadcasting  House we had  recorded his inserts for 

all four programmes.  

This was by no means all that is involved in the patch·: work-quilting together of the series. I 

spent getting on for three weeks with a  composer at  the  BBCs Radiophonic Workshop devising 

music to accompany the words. Yes, this is where the Doctor Who music was (and still is) 

composed! But electroacoustic music has come a long way since then. Studio F (for Future) is the 

most up-to-date in the country; and even its sixteen-track system (like the ones used to record pop 

songs) is beginning to look out of date. The new computer language, Musical Instrumental  Digital 

Interface (MIDI), made it possible for us to use the wild track which I had brought  back as an 

integral part of the compositions. The sound of a gurgling spring, for example, is turned 

imperceptibly into the plucking of a lyre by the skilful programming of the computer. 

Then there were more interviews to do with artists who continue to find in Odysseus something 

compelling and strikingly contemporary. We asked Tony Robinson about his Odysseus, the 

Greatest  Hero of Them  All, which (in between filming episodes of  Blackadder) he tells on  

children's television (though I know of a good many adults who sneek in to watch it). We also 

interviewed Susanne Vega "down the line" from New York about her song Calypso on the Solitude 

Standing album. 

After all this "state of the art" technology it may come as a .surprise that  I am  now (September) 

spending my days With a razor-blade and roll of splicing tape (this is like very narrow white 

sellotape), cutting out the bits I want from the twenty or so hours of tape I brought back from 

Greece, and working  out  how  each link  will fit in  with the  various interviews, the Homer and 

the music. The week after next I have the first of my all-day studio sessions "mixing"  the various 

parts into four programmes. My final task will be to write the continuity announcement: "And now 

on Radio Four it's time for An Odyssey round Odysseus ..." 

Beaty Rubens read Classics at Cambridge, and taught in a comprehensive school in London 

before joining the BBC. 

 

 
 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 


